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a b s t r a c t
Here we describe an easily implemented protocol based on sparse MR acquisition and a scrambled ‘music’
auditory stimulus that allows for reliable measurement of functional activity within the medial geniculate
body (MGB, the primary auditory thalamic nucleus) in individual subjects. We ﬁnd that our method is equally accurate and reliable as previously developed structural methods, and offers signiﬁcantly more accuracy in
identifying the MGB than group based methods. We also ﬁnd that lateralization and binaural summation
within the MGB resemble those found in the auditory cortex.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Compared to vision, a great deal of auditory processing occurs
sub-cortically, within areas such as the brainstem, midbrain, and thalamus (Ehret and Romand, 1997; Jones, 2003). The medial geniculate
body (MGB) plays a key role in this pathway. Besides providing a thalamic relay between the inferior colliculus (IC) and the auditory cortex (AC), subregions of the MGB are involved in multiple ascending
and descending auditory and multisensory pathways (see Winer et
al., 2005, for a review). One difﬁculty in neuroimaging the human
MGB is that it has proved quite difﬁcult to reliably identify, either
structurally or functionally, within individual subjects.
Individual thalamic nuclei are not distinctively revealed in typical
T1- or T2-weighted structural scans. Devlin et al. (2006) described
two methods for identifying the MGB anatomically in individual
subjects: high-resolution proton density weighted scanning optimized for sub-cortical gray–white contrast, and tractography based
on diffusion weighted imaging scans. Both methods can identify the
MGB with reasonable reliability, but remain technically challenging.
More recently, susceptibility weighted imaging (Haacke et al., 2009)
has been proposed, but not yet validated, as a method of identifying
the MGB. However SWI acquisition and analyses are challenging to
implement.
When relying on functional data to localize a given area, there is a
continuum of possible approaches, ranging from using a separate
condition as a functional localizer to predetermine the area of interest
at one extreme, to carrying out whole brain analyses for the contrast
of interest and identifying focal activity in an appropriate region as
MGN responses (see Friston and Henson, 2006; Friston et al., 2006;
Saxe et al., 2006, for a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of
these two approaches across different paradigms).
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However, to date, there is no validated technique for functionally
localizing the MGB, and as a result most (though not all; Noesselt et
al., 2010) papers examining MGB responses have relied heavily on
group averaged responses to identify the MGB (Giraud et al., 2000;
Grifﬁths et al., 2001; Krumbholz et al., 2005). This has been the case
even when individual subject responses were of interest and an individual functional localizer ROI approach might therefore have been more
optimal (Diaz et al., 2012; von Kriegstein et al., 2008). As described in
more detail below, when comparing results across individuals using a
group ROI, if a generous group ROI is chosen, then responses within individual subjects are likely to be averaged across an ROI that contains a
high proportion of noise voxels. On the other hand, a more stringent
choice of group ROI has the potential to underestimate MGB responses
within individuals whose MGB falls outside the group ROI.
There are a number of potential reasons why functionally identifying the MGB may have proved so difﬁcult. First, subcortical structures
located near the brain stem can suffer from pulsatile motion effects.
Factoring out these pulsatile motion effects using cardiac gating has
been shown to improve signal to noise, but not sufﬁciently to allow
for reliable imaging of the MGB within individuals (Guimaraes et al.,
1998). However, BOLD modulation within the neighboring LGN can
be imaged reliably without the need for cardiac gating (Schneider
and Kastner, 2009; Wunderlich et al., 2005). Second, the MGB is
small, with a volume of approximately 90 mm 3 in humans (5 mm
wide, 4 mm deep, and 4–5 mm long, Winer, 1984). However visual
responses within subdivisions (Haynes et al., 2005; Schneider et al.,
2004) of the neighboring lateral geniculate nucleus have been measured. Thus it seems likely that neither cardiac motion nor the small
size of the MGB fully explains why it is so difﬁcult to obtain reliable
individual responses within the MGB.
Another possibility is that MGB responses to commonly used experimental stimuli, such as simple tones, noises, or dynamic spectral
ripples, might be relatively small, especially compared to the strong
acoustic transients generated by environmental scanner noise. In
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non-human primates, MGB neurons are responsive to natural and artiﬁcial sounds that vary along a diverse range of spectral and temporal feature dimensions (Allon and Yeshurun, 1985; Bartlett and Wang,
2011; Symmes et al., 1980). Moreover, the MGB has been demonstrated to show strong responses to complex speech-like stimuli
(Diaz et al., 2012; von Kriegstein et al., 2008). Here we examined
whether clearer responses within the MGB might be elicited by
using stimuli containing spectrotemporally complex features (such
as transients, broadband content, tonal elements and a low degree
of predictability) while minimizing the effects of scanner noise by
using sparse imaging.
Three experiments were carried out: in Experiment 1 we measured responses in the MGB to scrambled music in a passive listening
task. In Experiment 2 we measured responses in the MGB to scrambled music while subjects carried out a one-back task where they
had to identify when a music segment was consecutively repeated
multiple times. In Experiment 3 we measured responses in the MGB
while subjects passively listened to a dynamic ripple stimulus. These
experiments demonstrate that a complex stimulus (scrambled music)
containing complex elements (transients, broadband content, tonal
elements and a low degree of predictability) can reliably identify the
MGB within individuals when combined with a sparse acquisition
protocol.
Methods
Participants
A total of 11 young adults (4 males; 1 left-handed; 27.4 ± 4.7 years
old) participated across all three experiments. Nine subjects carried out
Experiment 1 (passive listening) and nine subjects carried out Experiment 2 (1-back task): there was an overlap of 7 subjects between
Experiments 1 and 2. The order of experiments was counterbalanced
for subjects who participated in Experiments 1 and 2. Four of the subjects who participated in Experiment 1 also carried out Experiment 3
(dynamic ripple).
All participants reported normal hearing and no history of neurological or psychiatric illness. Written and informed consent was obtained
from all participants prior to the experiment, following procedures approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Washington
Human Subjects Division of the University of Washington.

consisted of 8 randomly selected 900 ms segments, separated by
100 ms silent intervals, presented either monaurally or to both ears.
Dynamic ripple
For Experiment 3, the auditory stimulus was dynamic ripple, a spectrally and temporally modulated complex broadband stimulus that has
been used to study BOLD responses in the auditory cortex (Langers et
al., 2003; Schonwiesner and Zatorre, 2009). Following Lanting et al.
(2008), we used a dynamic-ripple stimulus that consisted of temporally
and spectrally modulated noise, with a frequency range of 125–8000 Hz,
a spectral modulation density of one cycle per octave, a temporal modulation frequency of two cycles per second, and a modulation-amplitude
of 80%. This dynamic-ripple stimulus was presented either binaurally
or monaurally in a single session, using analogous methods as for the
passive scrambled music experiment (Experiment 1).
Procedure
All participants were instructed to close their eyes and pay attention to the auditory stimulus. In Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 there
was no task (mimicking the passive localizer stimuli traditionally
used to identify the LGN, Schneider and Kastner, 2009). In Experiment
2, we included a one-back task, where participants were required to
press the response button when they detected a consecutively repeated 900-ms segment. Such repetitions occurred randomly, 3–4
times during each scan.
During a stimulus presentation interval, scrambled musical segments were delivered either to both ears (binaural condition), to the
right ear (monaural right condition), or to the left ear (monaural left
condition). The monaural right condition is described as the contralateral condition for regions in the left hemisphere and as the ipsilateral
condition for regions in the right hemisphere, and vice versa for the
monaural left condition. We also included a 4th condition in which
no sound was delivered during the stimulus presentation interval
(silence condition). Conditions were presented in a ﬁxed order (binaural, monaural right, monaural left, and silence) across all experiments.
Each condition was repeated 8 times in a scan for a total of 32 8 s auditory stimulus presentation intervals (each followed by 2 s MR acquisition). Each scan therefore lasted for 320 s (10 s × 4 conditions × 8
reps). Each subject carried out six scans, which resulted in a total of
48 repetitions per condition over the course of scanning for each of
the three experiments.

Auditory stimuli
Auditory stimuli were delivered via MRI-compatible stereo headphones (Sensimetrics S14, Malden MA) and sound intensity was adjusted to each individual participant's comfort level. The intensity in
the binaural condition was scaled by − 6 dB in each ear relative to
the monaural case to equate the total sound amplitude across monaural
and binaural conditions. Equating the amplitudes in this way reduces
differences in loudness across conditions, but unfortunately did not
allow us to measure binaural interactions.
Scrambled music
For both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, auditory stimuli consisted
of scrambled musical segments extracted from popular music including
“God shufﬂed his feet” (Crash Test Dummies), “Will o' the wisp” (Miles
Davis), and “Saeta” (Miles Davis). Both Miles Davis tracks consisted of
music only, and Crash Test Dummies track contained lyrics. For each
scan, only one sound ﬁle (i.e., one song) was used, and the order of
the ﬁles was kept the same for all participants. Overall sound levels
were scaled to equate amplitude across three songs. Scrambling was
done by reading song ﬁles into MATLAB (Mathworks, MA), subdividing
these ﬁles into 900 ms segments, and then presenting these 900 ms
segments in a scrambled order. Each 8 s stimulus presentation interval

MRI scanning
Blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) functional imaging
was performed with a 3 T Philips system at the University of Washington Diagnostic Imaging Sciences Center (DISC). The scan protocol
consisted of 2.75 × 2.75 × 3 mm voxels; repetition time, 10 s; echo
time, 16.5 ms; ﬂip angle, 76°; ﬁeld of view, 220 × 220; and 32 transverse
slices. Three-dimensional (3D) anatomical images were acquired at
1 × 1 × 1 mm resolution using a T1-weighted MPRAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo) sequence.
A sparse echo planar imaging pulse sequence was used so that
stimulus presentation was uninterrupted by acoustic MRI scanner
noise (Hall et al., 1999). 2 s volume acquisitions were preceded by
an 8 s delay period during which there was no scanner noise and
the auditory stimuli were delivered (Fig. 1). Because of a hemodynamic delay of about 4–5 s to peak response within auditory cortex
(Inan et al., 2004; Jancke et al., 1999), each volume acquisition measures BOLD response to stimulation during the middle of the stimulus
presentation period, with relatively little contribution from the acoustic scanner noise of the previous acquisition. It is worth noting that the
longer delay between acquisitions (which allows for more time to restore magnetic equilibrium) results in a higher signal-to-noise ratio
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Results

Fig. 1. Sparse echo planar imaging pulse sequence used to minimize the contribution of
MRI scanner noise. 8 s of auditory stimulus (Binaural, Right and Left monaural, and
Silence) was interspersed with 2 s volume acquisitions.

Across Experiments 1 (scrambled music passive listening) and 2
(scrambled music 1-back task), we were able to functionally localize
MGB in both the left and right hemispheres within 9 of our 11 participants (Figs. 2 and 3 and Table 1). The two participants in whom we failed
to localize MGB within both hemispheres (one subject from Experiment
1, the other from Experiment 2) had permanent stainless-steel dental retainers. Though stainless steels in dentures and braces are known to produce MRI artifacts in the facial region (Hinshaw et al., 1988; New et al.,
1983) it has not yet been reported that orthodontic retainers reduce
the detectability of sub-cortical activation. Data from these two participants were not included in further analyses.
Experiment 1: passive listening

for each individual acquisition, which partially but not entirely compensates for the reduced number of acquisitions (Hall et al., 1999).

fMRI data analysis
Data were analyzed using BrainVoyager QX (Version 2.3, Brain
Innovation, Maastricht, the Netherlands) and MATLAB (Mathworks,
MA). Prior to statistical analysis, the functional data underwent
standard preprocessing steps that included 3D motion correction
(trilinear/sinc interpolation), linear trend removal, and high-pass
ﬁltering to remove nonlinear low frequency drifts using a standard
GLM approach implemented within BrainVoyager. The chosen
method for high pass ﬁltering was the GLM approach using a Fourier
basis set consisting of 2 cycles of sines/cosines as predictors for lower
frequencies (BrainVoyager Users Guide: Temporal High Pass Filtering). No spatial smoothing was applied to functional data. Both anatomical and functional data were transformed and up-sampled into
Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) at 1 × 1 × 1 mm
resolution.
A combination of anatomical (the expected location and size of the
MGB) and functional criteria were used to deﬁne the MGB in each individual subjects. We deﬁned each subject's MGB as including approximately 100 contiguous voxels (at 1 × 1 × 1 anatomical resolution:
110 ± 20 in Experiment 1 and 103 ± 24 in Experiment 2) that signiﬁcantly activated for any of the three non-silent conditions in the
expected anatomical location (Naidich et al., 2009). Signiﬁcance values
were based on the ‘goodness of ﬁt’ of a full 3 factor (binaural, monaural
right, and monaural left) ﬁxed effects general linear model. The use of a
ﬁt value based on the full 3 factor model ensured that the selection of
MGB voxels was not biased towards or against any condition. Unsurprisingly, the signiﬁcance level of activation varied across individual
subjects, but was never less than p b 0.05, uncorrected.
Group MGBs for both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were deﬁned using ﬁxed effects thresholds of p(bonf) b 0.05, p(bonf) b 0.01
and q(FDR) b 0.001 (multiple comparison correction using the false discovery rate statistic, this threshold is less stringent than p(bonf) b 0.05,
Genovese et al., 2002). We also deﬁned group MGBs using random effects thresholds of p b 0.01, p b 0.005, and p b 0.001.
Auditory cortex ROIs were deﬁned for each participant for each of
the three experiments using a cluster centered on the Heschl's gyrus
(“HG”) with maximum spread range (the spatial extent in three dimensions around the selected center) of 5 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels.
This resulted in a cluster that consisted of a maximum of 125 voxels
that surrounded the most highly activated voxel in the Heschl's gyrus.
Beta weights were then estimated for all experimental conditions
within these ROIs in BrainVoyager using a ﬁxed effects standard generalized linear model. Further custom analyses were carried out using
custom software written in MATLAB (Mathworks, MA).

Bilateral MGBs were localized in 8 of 9 participants (Talairach coordinates, mean ± SD, right: x 13 ± 2, y −26 ± 1, z 6 ± 2, size 110 ±
21; left: x −16 ± 1, y −26 ± 2, z −6 ± 1, size 110 ± 20; see Fig. 2
and Table 1 for the Talairach location for subjects in whom the MGB
was successfully deﬁned). Condition-related Beta weights (averaged
across all the voxels in the ROI) were then estimated from individually
localized MGB (Fig. 4, upper panels) and HG ROIs (Fig. 5, upper panels).
A 3-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the difference
between areas (HG vs. MGB), between hemispheres (left vs. right),
and among auditory stimulation conditions (Binaural, Contralateral,
Ipsilateral). There was a main effect of area (F(1, 7) = 316.26,
p b 0.0001), with higher activation found in the HG than in the MGB.
There was no main effect of hemisphere (F(1, 7) = 3.21, ns), though
there was a trend for the interaction between hemisphere and area
(F(1, 7) = 5.18, p = 0.057). This is most likely driven by higher overall activation in the left HG ROI than in the right HG ROI, as shown in
Fig. 5 (upper panels).
The main effect of stimulation condition was highly signiﬁcant
(F(2, 14) = 23.98, p b 0.0001). Duncan's multiple range test showed
Binaural and Contralateral activation to be signiﬁcantly higher than
Ipsilateral activation (ps b 0.05). These differences across conditions
were more evident in the HG than in the MGB, which resulted in a
signiﬁcant interaction between area and condition (F(2, 14) = 4.92,
p b 0.03). There was no signiﬁcant difference in activation level between Bilateral and Contralateral stimulation conditions.
Neither the two-way interaction between hemisphere and condition, nor the three-way interaction among area, hemisphere, and condition reached signiﬁcance.
Experiment 2: 1-back task
Bilateral MGBs were localized in 8 of 9 participants (right: x 13 ± 1,
y −25 ± 2, z 6 ± 1, size 103 ± 25; left: x −15 ± 1, y −25 ± 2, z −
7 ± 2, size 105 ± 23; see Fig. 3 and Table 1 for the Talairach location for
subjects in whom the MGB was successfully deﬁned). Condition-related
Beta weights were estimated from individually localized MGBs (Fig. 4,
lower panels) and HG ROIs (Fig. 5, lower panels).
A 3-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the difference between areas (HG vs. MGB), between hemispheres (left vs.
right), and among auditory stimulation conditions (Binaural, Contralateral, Ipsilateral). Similar to Experiment 1, there was a main effect
of area (F(1, 7) = 113.76, p b 0.0001), with higher activation found
in the HG than in the MGB. There was no main effect of hemisphere
(F(1, 7) = 1.68, ns), and no signiﬁcant interaction between hemisphere and area (F(1, 7) = 3.11, ns).
The main effect of condition was again highly signiﬁcant (F(2, 14) =
47.24, p b 0.0001). Duncan's multiple range test showed Binaural and
Contralateral activation to be signiﬁcantly higher than Ipsilateral activation (ps b 0.05). There was again no signiﬁcant difference in activation
level between Bilateral and Contralateral stimulation conditions. There
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Fig. 2. Individually localized MGB for the 8 (of 9) subjects for whom we were able to successfully identify the MGN in Experiment 1 (passive listening). Average Talairach coordinates
of individually deﬁned functionally localized MGB are shown in Table 1.

was a trend for a signiﬁcant interaction between area and auditory stimulation condition (F(2, 14) = 3.5, p = 0.059). The activation differences
between Binaural/Contralateral and Ipsilateral conditions were larger in
the HG than in the MGB ROIs.
Again, neither the two-way interaction between hemisphere and
condition, nor the three-way interaction among area, hemisphere,
and condition reached signiﬁcance.

the Binaural and Contralateral conditions than in the Ipsilateral condition
revealed by Duncan's multiple range test (ps b 0.05). No two-way or
three-way interaction reached signiﬁcance.
Similar results were found in the HG, where similar activation was
found between two experiments (F(1, 6) = 2.06, ns) and between the
two hemispheres (F(1, 6) = 2.8, ns). The main effect of condition (F(2,
12) = 24.99, p b 0.0001) was similarly driven by higher Binaural/
Contralateral activation than Ipsilateral activation (ps b 0.05).

Comparison between passive listening (Exp. 1) and the 1-back task (Exp. 2)
To investigate the effect of task, we compared the Beta weights
across the seven participants who took part in both experiments. A
3-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed separately for
each brain region of interest, with task (passive vs. 1-back task),
hemisphere (left vs. right), and condition (Binaural, Contralateral, Ipsilateral) as factors.
In the MGB, we found no main effect of either task (F(1, 6) = 0.53,
ns) or hemisphere (F(1, 6) = 0.9, ns). As shown in Fig. 4, the overall
magnitude of MGB activation was comparable between the two experiments and the two hemispheres. There was once again a main effect of condition (F(2, 12) = 0.78, p b 0.01), with higher activation in

Experiment 3: dynamic ripple
We found little or no activation to the dynamic ripple stimulus
within the MGB in any of the four subjects tested with this stimulus.
Using the dynamic ripple stimulus, no voxels were identiﬁed as belonging to the MGB in either hemisphere for any of these four subjects, even at a more liberal threshold of p = 0.05 (uncorrected for
multiple comparisons). In contrast, for all four of these subjects the
MGB could be reliably identiﬁed using the scrambled music stimulus:
collapsing across the left and right hemispheres, the mean number of
voxels identiﬁed as belonging to either the left or right MGB (using a
more stringent threshold of q(FDR) b 0.05) for the scrambled music
stimulus was 168 voxels, with a range of 65–387.

Fig. 3. Individually localized MGB for the 8 (of 9) subjects for whom we were able to successfully localize in Experiment 2 (1-back task).
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Ipsilateral activation (p b 0.05). There were no signiﬁcant two-way
or three-way interactions.

Table 1
Average Talairach coordinates of functionally localized MGB.
Subject

x

y

z

Number
of voxels

RH

x

y
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z

Number
of voxels

Lateralization

LH

Exp. 1 passive listening
S01
14
−26
S02
15
−26
S03
12
−27
S04
11
−27
S05
16
−23
S06
10
−25
S07
13
−25
S08
14
−25

−4
−5
−6
−9
−7
−4
−6
−5

71
106
134
118
106
98
138
109

−16
−16
−17
−16
−18
−16
−14
−18

−25
−25
−25
−30
−24
−25
−25
−26

−6
−4
−5
−7
−7
−3
−6
−6

98
91
131
118
138
97
123
82

Exp. 2 1-back task
S01
14
−26
S02
14
−28
S03
14
−24
S04
15
−27
S05
14
−24
S06
11
−26
S07
13
−24
S09
14
−24

−4
−7
−6
−6
−5
−6
−6
−6

53
88
119
105
96
126
133
100

−15
−15
−16
−16
−15
−17
−14
−16

−25
−29
−23
−27
−24
−23
−24
−23

−6
−7
−7
−5
−13
−7
−6
−6

101
127
58
118
125
120
93
92

We also found that dynamic ripples induced weaker BOLD responses in the auditory cortex. To compare the effectiveness of stimulus in eliciting BOLD responses in HG, we joined the HG ROIs created
using passive listening to scrambled music (Experiment 1) and dynamic ripple (Experiment 3). Beta weights within this combined HG
ROI were then estimated for each of the four subjects who took part
in both experiments. A 3-way repeated measures ANOVA with stimuli
(scrambled music vs. dynamic ripples), hemisphere (left vs. right),
and condition (Binaural, Contralateral, Ipsilateral) as factors found
that stronger activation was elicited by scrambled music (F(1, 3) =
15.39, p b 0.03). Similar activation was found between the two hemispheres (F(1, 3) = 1.44, ns). There was a trend for effect of condition
(F(2, 6) = 4.79, p = 0.057), mostly driven by higher Binaural than

Fig. 4. Average MGB activation for Binaural, Contralateral and Ipsilateral stimulation averaged
across subjects, shown for both the left and right MGBs in Experiment 1 (passive listening,
upper panels, n = 8) and Experiment 2 (1-back task, lower panels, n = 8). Black dots
represent individual subjects and error bars represent the standard error across subjects.

The lateralization of monaurally driven activity within the left and
right MGB and HG is examined in Fig. 6. The leftmost panels show lateralization as a vector sum. In these vector plots, Contralateral Beta
values are represented as a 90 degree (upward) vector and Ipsilateral
Beta values as a 0 degree (rightward) vector. The vector sum of these
two responses represents lateralization. Equal responses to Contralateral
and Ipsilateral stimuli would result in a 45 degree vector.
We examined lateralization (as represented by the vector angle)
separately for each experiment using a two way circular statistic
ANOVA (Berens, 2009; Harrison and Kanji, 1988) (ROI × hemisphere)
and found no main effect of either ROI (Experiment 1: F(1, 1) = 0.68.,
ns; Experiment 2: F(1, 1) = 0.42., ns) or hemisphere (Experiment 1:
F(1, 1) = 0.56, ns; Experiment 2: F(1, 1) = 0.75, ns), with no signiﬁcant interactions. A two-way circular statistics ANOVA (task × ROI,
collapsed across hemispheres) similarly found no main effect (both
F(1, 1) b 1, ns) or interactions nor did individual circular t-tests reveal
any signiﬁcant difference in lateralization across corresponding MGB
and HG ROIs (e.g. between the right hemisphere MGB and HG for the
passive listening condition), or as a function of task for a given ROI
(e.g. between the passive listening and 1-back conditions within the
right hemisphere MGB).
The rightmost panels of Fig. 6 show these same data re-plotted
using a lateralization index, as used in a previous study (Schonwiesner
et al., 2007): Lateralization Index = (Contralateral − Ipsilateral)/
(Contralateral + Ipsilateral). This index has previously been used to
measure lateralization in auditory areas. As discussed further below,
this lateralization index has two disadvantages when applied to BOLD responses, ﬁrst, it does not differentiate between high selectivity values
caused by weak versus negative ipsilateral responses and second it is susceptible to producing very large lateralization estimates when the normalization term is close to zero or can take negative values (Simmons
et al., 2007). For example, in the case of the left MGB in Experiment 1 a
data point showing a weakly negative ipsilateral response (probably

Fig. 5. Average HG activation for Binaural, Contralateral and Ipsilateral stimulation averaged
across subjects, shown for both the left and right HG in Experiment 1 (passive listening,
upper panels, n = 8) and Experiment 2 (1-back task, lower panels, n = 8). Black dots
represent individual subjects and error bars represent the standard error across subjects.
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Fig. 6. Lateralization within the MGB (upper panels) and HG (lower panels) in Experiment 1 (passive listening, n = 8) and Experiment 2 (1-back task, n = 8). Leftmost panels show
data plotted using polar co-ordinates. Contralateral responses are represented as a 90 degree (upward) vector and Ipsilateral responses as a 0 degree (rightward) vector. The radius
represents Beta values. Dashed hemicircles represent Beta values of 1 (MGB) and 1 and 2 (HG). Data for each subject are shown with thin gray lines. The group average is shown
with a thick black line, and the 45 degree angle (representing equal responses to Contralateral and Ipsilateral stimulation) is shown with a black dashed line. Signiﬁcance values
represent the circular statistic one-sample 1-tailed t-test testing whether the vector angle representing subjects' responses was signiﬁcantly greater than 45° — i.e. whether
responses across subjects were signiﬁcantly stronger for Contralateral than Ipsilateral stimulation, ***p b 0.001, **p b 0.01, *p b 0.05. Rightmost panels: Here these same data are
re-plotted using Lateralization Index = (Contralateral − Ipsilateral)/(Contralateral + Ipsilateral). Group means are shown with gray bars. Black dots represent individual data points.
Note that the apparent outlier point did not meet criteria for any standard method of outlier removal.

due to noise) results in extremely high lateralization values. More generally, subjects with weak overall activation tend to inﬂate lateralization
index values, for reasons described more fully below.

location and either Talairach co-ordinates (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988) or the probabilistic map of the MGB described by Rademacher et
al. (2001) were also similar for our method and those of Devlin et al.
(2006).

Accuracy of our method compared to current structural methods
Accuracy of our method compared to group-averaging techniques
Although approaches like susceptibility weighted imaging offer some
promise (Haacke et al., 2009), currently the only two validated methods
of identifying the MGB within individuals are (1) high density proton
density imaging optimized for subcortical gray–white contrast, and (2)
probabilistic tractography on diffusion-weighted imaging data, which
can be used to automatically segment the medial and lateral geniculate
nuclei from surrounding structures based on their distinctive patterns
of connectivity to the rest of the brain (Devlin et al., 2006).
We compared the accuracy of our functional method to that reported
by Devlin et al. using the center of mass (CoM) metric reported in their
paper. As seen in Fig. 7, Euclidian distances were non-signiﬁcantly different across our two estimates (Exp.1 passive listening and Exp. 2 1-back
task) than across the two estimates of Devlin et al. (2006) (proton density and tractography). Distances between individual estimates of MGB

If variability in the location of the MGB across individuals was
smaller than variability across scanning sessions, then using a group
MGB might be preferable to using individually deﬁned MGB. Fig. 8
compares accuracy in identifying the MGB using group based vs. individual ROI techniques. We compared the accuracy of individually deﬁned ROIs to three ﬁxed effects group-averaged MGB (thresholds of
q(FDR) b 0.001, p(bonf) b 0.05, and p(bonf) b 0.01) and three random effects ROIs (thresholds of p b 0.01, p b 0.005, and p b 0.001).
Unsurprisingly, ﬁxed effects group-averaged MGB was much larger
than individually-deﬁned MGB. Median numbers of voxels (collapsed
across tasks and hemispheres) for the ﬁxed effects group-averaged MGB
were: p(bonf) b 0.01 = 208 voxels; p(bonf) b 0.05 = 256 voxels; and
q(FDR) b 0.01 = 456 voxels respectively. Median numbers of voxels
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(collapsed across tasks and hemispheres) for the random effects groupaveraged MGB were: p b 0.01 = 316 voxels; p b 0.005 = 199 voxels;
and p b 0.001 = 48 voxels respectively. The median number of voxels
within individually-deﬁned MGB (collapsed across tasks, hemispheres
and subjects) was 91 voxels.
The traditional way to measure a binary classiﬁer system is through
the confusion matrix, which describes the proportions “Hits”, “Misses”,
“False Alarms” and “Correct Rejections”, as shown in the shaded inset
panel of Fig. 8. In the case of the group-averaged MGB “Hits” were deﬁned
as the number of voxels that belonged to both the group-averaged MGB
and that individual's individually deﬁned MGB (deﬁned during the
same Experiment, note this leads to a slight circularity in ROI selection
since the group average includes that individuals' data, which advantages
the group-averaged approach). “Misses” were deﬁned as voxels within
the individually deﬁned MGB that were not within the group-averaged
MGB. “False alarms” were deﬁned as voxels within the group-averaged
MGB that were not within the individually deﬁned MGB. “Correct Rejections” were deﬁned as voxels that were deﬁned as belonging to any of
the group ROIs that were not within the individually deﬁned MGB.
In the case of the individually-deﬁned ROI approach “Hits” were
deﬁned as the number of voxels that were deﬁned as belonging to
that individual's MGN in both Experiments 1 and 2 (for the sake of
this analysis we assumed that the task-differences between Experiments 1 and 2 should make no difference in the identiﬁed location
of the MGB). “Misses” and “False Alarms” were combined, and were
deﬁned as half the number of voxels that were deﬁned as belonging
to the MGB in only one of the two Experiments. “Correct Rejections”
were deﬁned as voxels that were deﬁned as belonging to any of the
group ROIs that were not within the individually deﬁned MGB (once
again, data were collapsed across Experiments 1 and 2).
Data shown in Fig. 8 are collapsed across individuals, hemisphere
and tasks. Panel A shows the receiving operator characteristic (ROC)
curve which describes the relative proportion of correct identiﬁcation
of voxels within the MGB (“Hits”) as compared to the proportion of
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falsely identiﬁed voxels (“False Alarms”). Unsurprisingly, as the
threshold for the group-averaged MGB becomes less stringent there
are more “Hits” but this comes at the cost of an increasing number
of “False Alarms”.
Because ROIs based on individual functional localizers tended to be
much smaller than the group ROIs there was a smaller proportion of
“Hits” for the individually deﬁned functional localizer than for all but
the most stringent (the random effects ROI deﬁned at p b 0.001) of
the group ROIs (uncorrected Wilcoxon rank sum test, ps b 0.001). However, the individually-deﬁned approach also resulted in signiﬁcantly
fewer “False Alarms” than all but one of the group-averaged MGB
(ps b 0.001; uncorrected Wilcoxon rank sum tests), with the exception
once again being the random effects ROI deﬁned at p b 0.001.
Thus, while group-based methods tended to identify a high proportion of the voxels that fall within the MGB, this came at a cost —
far more ‘noise’ voxels are included within most group MGB ROIs.
Critically, it is this ratio of signal to noise voxels that is likely to be
critical for data quality when measuring responses within the MGB.
Panel B shows estimated d prime values across group and individual ROIs (based on standard assumptions of normality). Wilcoxon
rank sum tests showed no signiﬁcant difference (p > 0.05) in d
prime between the individual functional localizers and any of the
group ROIs.
Panel C shows accuracy (the proportion of true results (“Hits” +
“Correct rejections”)) across the population of responses. The
individually-deﬁned approach was signiﬁcantly more accurate than all
but one of the 6 group ROI approaches, and showed similar accuracy
to the random effects ROI deﬁned at p b 0.001. It is worth noting that
while the ability to successfully categorize voxels as belonging to the
MGB was similar using an individual functional localizer and a random
effects ROI deﬁned at a stringent signiﬁcance level (p b 0.001), one advantage of the individual ROI approach is that it results in signiﬁcantly
larger ROIs (the mean ROI size was 91 voxels for individually deﬁned
ROIs as compared to 48 voxels in the random effects ROI deﬁned at

Fig. 7. A comparison of methods for deﬁning the MGB. The left and right MGBs are treated as separate data points. Each bar represents mean Euclidian distance between the
estimated centers of mass (CoM) of two different estimates of MGB location. Red bars show the Euclidian distance between estimates of MGB location across our two tasks (passive
listening and 1-back task, diagonal stripes) or distances across Devlin's two methods (2006) (proton density and tractography, vertical and horizontal stripes). Yellow bars show
Euclidian distances between individually estimated MGB CoMs and Talairach co-ordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Blue bars show Euclidian distances between individually
estimated MGB CoMs and the probabilistic map of the MGB of Rademacher et al (2001). Standard deviations rather than standard errors are shown because the data for Devlin et al.
is based on 10 hemispheres (5 subjects × 2 hemispheres) while our data are based on 14 hemispheres.
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Fig. 8. The accuracy of identiﬁcation of the MGB using a group based approach as compared to identiﬁcation across sessions within individual subjects. The shaded inset panel
shows how components of the confusion matrix are deﬁned in the case of group and individual analyses. Panel A shows a traditional ROC curve. Large symbols represent group
averages and small symbols represent individual data points. Vertical and horizontal lines (often smaller than symbols size) represent standard errors of the mean. Panel B
shows d prime values across group and individual ROIs. Panel C shows accuracy (the proportion of true results, i.e., “Hits” + “Correct rejections”). Signiﬁcance values are shown
from individual uncorrected two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests comparing group ROIs to the individual functional localizer approach, ***p b 0.001.

p b 0.001), and therefore offers increased power when measuring BOLD
responses in separate experimental conditions.
Discussion
Comparisons between the three experiments
It has previously been shown that the amount of attentional modulation within the MGB depends on whether or not the task involves
attending to ‘speech like’ elements (Diaz et al., 2012; von Kriegstein
et al., 2008) — a ﬁnding very consistent with our hypothesis that
MGB responds preferentially to more complex ‘speech-like’ structure.
We did not see a difference in the amount of activation with the MGB
across Experiment 1 (passive listening) and Experiment 2 (1-back
task). However, the lack of a difference between the task and no-task
condition in our study could easily be related to the salient and
ever-changing stimulus used in this study — even when the subjects
were not actively engaged in the task, features of the stimuli likely provided strong exogenous cuing of attention. As a consequence, our

conditions do not allow us to make strong claims about the presence
(or absence) of task-dependent attentional effects in the MGB.
We did see a large difference in the amount of activation elicited by
scrambled music vs. dynamic ripple stimuli. Well-controlled spectrotemporally complex sounds, such as dynamic ripple (Kowalski et al.,
1996a, b) have been used in a variety of previous studies to characterize
the spectrotemporal receptive ﬁelds in the MGB of an anesthetized cat
(Miller et al., 2002) and to elicit fMRI activation in the human auditory
cortex (Langers et al., 2003; Schonwiesner and Zatorre, 2009) and inferior temporal cortex (Chandrasekaran et al., 2012a). Dynamic ripples
represent some of the spectro-temporal complexity of ecologically relevant sounds, whereas at the same time satisfying the formal requirements for deriving receptive ﬁelds (Klein et al., 2006; Schonwiesner
and Zatorre, 2009).
However, compared to dynamic ripple, our scrambled music localizer
contains a variety of complex features present in speech, such as transients, tonal elements, and a low degree of predictability (Gill et al.,
2008; Grifﬁths et al., 2001) that have been shown to modulate auditory
responses, even within subcortical areas (Chandrasekaran et al., 2012b;
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Hornickel et al., 2011; von Kriegstein et al., 2008). Our ﬁnding that
scrambled music was much more effective than dynamic ripple for reliably eliciting robust functional responses within individually deﬁned
MGB suggests that the MGB is highly selective for these more complex
stimulus properties (Diaz et al., 2012; von Kriegstein et al., 2008) and/
or shows a high degree of adaptation or repetition suppression for predictable stimuli (Dubnov, 2006; Gill et al., 2008). Because our scrambled
music localizer differed from the dynamic ripple stimulus in terms of
both complexity and predictability/repetitiveness, it remains unclear
which of these qualities are critical for eliciting robust responses within
the MGB.
Lateralization
Our goal in these experiments was primarily to develop and validate a method by which functional responses could be measured
within individuals within the MGB. However our results also contribute to a literature examining lateralization in subcortical and cortical
auditory structures.
We represented lateralization using a vector approach, inspired by
traditional measures of color selectivity (Lennie et al., 1990). Conceptually, the vector approach assumes that contralateral and ipsilateral
responses are driven by independent (rather than opponent) mechanisms, and that selectivity can be characterized as the vector sum along
Contralateral and Ipsilateral dimensions, with the angle representing
the degree of selectivity and the length representing overall responsiveness. One advantage of this vector sum approach over normalized indices is that the angle of the vector differentiates between lateralization
due to weak as compared to negative BOLD responses.
A second advantage of the vector approach is that normalized
indices are mathematically inappropriate under conditions where
responses can be negative or the normalization term can potentially
take zero values. One reason for concern that has been previously described is that any negative values in the normalization term will artiﬁcially inﬂate lateralization estimates (Simmons et al., 2007).
Another is that such indices become highly nonlinear as the normalization term approaches zero. Thus, noise can easily inﬂate selectivity
values when responses are small, or when responses can be negative
as well as positive. Thus the vector approach is more robust than normalization indices, especially when comparing lateralization across
areas or across subjects that differ either in their mean BOLD response
or in their signal to noise ratio.
In this study, while we consistently saw larger responses to contralateral as compared to ipsilateral stimuli, we saw no evidence of any
hemispheric specialization for the particular stimuli that we used. This
may be because the stimuli which we used contained a combination
of auditory-noise, music-like and speech-like features. A series of studies have suggested that auditory noise (Devlin et al., 2003) and ‘speech
like’ stimuli containing fast temporal modulations may be preferentially
processed in left auditory structures (Schonwiesner et al., 2007; Zatorre
and Belin, 2001), while musical stimuli, spatial or motion information
may be preferentially processed in the right hemisphere (Krumbholz
et al., 2005; Zatorre et al., 2002), though this lateralization may depend
on context (Brechmann and Scheich, 2005; Schonwiesner et al., 2007;
Shtyrov et al., 2005).
Comparisons to other methods of identifying the MGB
We compared our method to that of Devlin et al. (2006) in two
ways. First we calculated Euclidian distances between the centers of
mass of the MGB identiﬁed within individuals using both our 1-back
task and passive listening conditions, and compared these distances
to those obtained across individual estimates of the MGB obtained
using proton density imaging or tractography, as reported by Devlin
et al (2006). Second we calculated Euclidian distances to the centers
of mass of the MGB, as reported by two atlases (Rademacher et al.,
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2001; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Our method performed comparably to that of Devlin's et al. (2006) using both measures. We believe,
given that it shows similar accuracy, that our method has four significant methodological advantages. First, our approach is marginally
simpler in terms of scanning parameters in that it uses a relatively
standard functional scanning protocol. This is not a major advantage
over the method described by Devlin et al. (2006), since proton density scans and diffusion scans are also relatively easily to implement.
However our method is currently signiﬁcantly easier to implement
than non-standard protocols like susceptibility weighted imaging
(Haacke et al., 2009), which has also been proposed (though not yet
validated) as a potential method for estimating the location of the
MGB. Second, our method is simple in terms of cross-scan alignment.
Precise alignment of small structures between anatomical, fMRI and
(in particular) diffusion space requires care, due to distortions of
the B0 ﬁeld. Given that one common use for our method is likely to
be identifying an MGB ROI within which to measure BOLD activity
in subsequent experimental manipulations, the use of a functional
protocol to identify the MGB minimizes the issue of having to correct
for different distortions across scans. Third, the analysis methods required of our method are trivial to implement, and are included within all major fMRI analysis packages. The same is true for identiﬁcation
using proton density imaging. However identiﬁcation based on connectivity patterns is not at all computationally trivial to implement,
and is not implemented in most publically distributed software packages. Finally, our method is relatively free from experimenter bias.
While the extent of activity can vary considerably across subjects a
single threshold parameter is the only free variable across subjects,
and if one preferred a criterion free method, one could ﬁx the size
of the MGB (e.g. to 100 mm 3) and adjust threshold accordingly. In
contrast, both the proton density method and the tractography
methods described by Devlin require hand-drawing the MGB, a process that is not only time consuming but also requires large amounts
of experimenter experience. All three raters in the Devlin et al. paper
were authors, and there was still signiﬁcant inter-experimenter variability. While in theory automated segmentation might be possible
using proton density images, this extension of the method has not
yet been validated.
Conclusions
In summary, within those with normal auditory systems our
method identiﬁes the functional MGB with equal accuracy and reliability as the current standard (Devlin et al., 2006), and for most laboratories, will be considerably easier to implement. However it is
worth noting that our functional method and Devlin's structural
methods are not measuring exactly the same thing. Our method
ﬁnds the brain region that shows BOLD responses as a result of activity within the MGB. Due to blurring of the vasculature and the low
resolution of fMRI, this region is likely to extend outside structural
MGB, and is likely to be larger in individuals with stronger MGB activity, regardless of the structural size of the MGB. As such, our method
is best suited for identifying a region of interest within which to measure BOLD activity in subsequent experimental manipulations or
across subject populations. In contrast the method used by Devlin's
et al. (2006) measures the extent of the structural MGB. As such
their method is more appropriate for examining structural differences
across subject groups.
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